Adult Summer Reading Challenge 2022 FAQs
1.) Can I submit more than one reading log if I finish the 12 books? What if I read 55 books this
summer – can I fill out like 5 forms?
No, only 1 log can be completed per patron! But you can participate in both the genre
challenge and the book challenge.
2.) I see that it says genre challenge books can be used for reg challenge – does that mean I get
2 weekly entries if my 2 regular books fit the proper genres?
Yes! If your two regular books fit two genres, you will get 2 weekly entries and 2 grand prize
drawing entries. You can read the genres in any order, but they need to be completed in
groups of two.
3.) Do the circular symbols in the Book Challenge mean anything? I thought they might be
important since the circles in the genre challenge tell you which types of books to read.
Nope! They are there to let you know how many books you’re read so far. You just need to fill
out the title of the books you read. Stop by the library after every two books or genres
completed to receive sticker badges for your reading log.
4.) Bottom line – what is the total number of entries I can get all summer if I fill out the reading
log, and complete both sides?
The total number of entries you can get if you complete the genre challenge and the book
challenge is 12, plus two more if you attend two library programs. That means 14 is the
maximum entries possible.
5.) What if I can only get there twice throughout the summer? Will I just lose out on weekly
entries, but still get all entries into the final grand prize drawing? Do weekly entries roll over
from week to week?
If you can only come at the beginning and end of the program, you won’t be eligible for the
weekly prize drawings, but you will still receive all entries towards the grand prize drawing.
Weekly entries DO roll over week to week UNTIL YOU WIN A WEEKLY PRIZE. Once you have
won a weekly prize, you will be eligible for the grand prize but not for future weekly prizes.
6.) Can I participate on paper and online in Beanstack?
No. You need to choose either all online logging or all paper logging.
7.) How often can I come to the library to collect my stickers for the reading log?
You will only receive your stickers after every two books or two genres read. Coming to the
library to pick up stickers in advance or after only 1 book will not be permitted.
More Questions?
Email us at yourlibrarian@carnegiestout.org or call us at (563) 589-4225

